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Dear Lotus Circle Advisors, Members, and Friends,

I'm excited to share this month's highlights from the Women's Empowerment Program, 
including gender trainings for The Asia Foundation staff in San Francisco along with panel
discussions on gender standards within organizations and gender equality in the justice system
in Sri Lanka. 

I have also recently returned from a trip to India, visiting organizations that The Asia
Foundation has supported. One such organization is the Jal Bhagirathi Foundation,
which enables desert communities of the Marwar region of Rajasthan to develop rainwater
harvesting techniques that support their sustainability, health, and food security. Importantly,
this work reduces the burden on women walking several miles each day—often in scorching
heat—to collect safe drinking water. This also means that communities are able to grow crops
and support their children staying in schools. Futhermore, women are playing a key advocacy
role in securing toilets in each home to reduce the health risks they otherwise face.

It was inspiring to not only see this work but to also learn that The Asia Foundation was the first
funder of this work some 15 years ago, recognizing the critical importance of food, water, and
energy security to rural and desert communities in India and reducing the burden on women.

Warm regards, 
Jane



Rajasthan, India, 2017

HIGHLIGHTS

Gender Smart Initiative: Gender Training in San Francisco

On October 26, the Women’s Empowerment
Program’s Barbara Rodriguez and Elizabeth
Silva facilitated a one-day interactive gender
training workshop for 30 participants from the
San Francisco office.

The training included gender sensitization
exercises about how gender issues affect us
individually, and how and why it is critical to

advance gender equality both institutionally and programmatically. The training ended with
participants brainstorming what each could do in their work to advance gender equality.

The training was funded by The Asia Foundation’s Gender Smart Initiative, made possible
through the generous support from Lotus Circle Advisor Gina Lin Chu.

Leading the Way on Gender Standards

Elizabeth Silva, Senior Program Officer for
Women’s Empowerment, presented at
the From Rhetoric to Results: Creating
Accountability for Gender Standards event
held in Washington, DC, on November 15.

The event was organized by Interaction and
the Gender Practitioners Collaborative, which
is a community of practice of U.S.-based



gender advisors and experts from international development organizations with a vested
interest in promoting the practice of gender equality mainstreaming. The Asia Foundation is a
member of the Collaborative.

The panel discussed establishing accountability mechanisms within organizations and
programs, with a focus on organizational gender audits and project-level gender scorecards.
Elizabeth presented recent Foundation research on best practices and lessons learned in
conducting gender audits. Listen to the recording of the session here.

Gender Equality in Sri Lanka's Justice System

With Lotus Circle funding, The Asia
Foundation's Sri Lanka office hosted a panel 
at the 2017 National Law Conference to
sensitize the formal justice system to women
victims of violence. 

Speakers discussed the experiences of
women victims of violence when accessing the
formal justice system and the need for

sensitivity among judges, prosecutors, and lawyers in their response to these issues. 

Key observations:

The judiciary in Sri Lanka has varying levels of sensitivity to women victims of violence:
some understand the difficulties faced by the victim while others make harmful and
insensitive comments that exacerbate the situation.
While women should be treated equally under the law, they face additional procedural
and attitudinal obstacles, including inefficient police investigations, excessive delays,
and inadequate privacy of victims.

(Photograph by Dhanush de Costa. Courtesy of the Bar Association of Sri Lanka.) 

The State of Conflict and Violence in Asia

The Asia Foundation’s new report The State of
Conflict and Violence in Asia paints a bleak
picture when it comes to violence against
women. 

Research revealed that gender-based



violence kills more women than armed conflict; over half of female respondents in
Afghanistan and three-quarters in both Pakistan and Bangladesh have experienced physical
or sexual violence at home; and dowry-related violence and honor killings still occur routinely
in South Asia. 

Read our In Asia blog for more insights.

New Survey Data on Women in Afghan Society

On November 15, The Asia Foundation hosted
the event Women in Afghan Society: Key
Findings from A Survey of the Afghan People
2017 in Washington, D.C., to share the
gender-related findings from the survey.

The research shed new light on the crucial
roles women play in Afghan society and
provided comparative data on women’s and

men’s attitudes towards women’s rights, gender equality, the economy, the national mood,
and security issues. The Asia Foundation’s Afghan Survey team members Tabasum Akseer
and Zach Warren presented key findings. Farhat Popal, Manager of the Women’s Initiative at
the George W. Bush Institute served as a discussant, and the panel was moderated by
Palwasha L. Kakar, Senior Program Officer for Religion and Inclusive Societies at United
States Institute of Peace.

Key findings from the survey specific to women’s leadership included:

There is a high level of agreement among Afghans (69.7%) that women should be able
to join a community development council,
More than half of respondents say that a woman should be able to become a CEO of a
private company (54.6%), a provincial governor (55.4%), and a cabinet member
(56.0%).
There is less support (48.2%) for a woman’s candidacy for president.
In all cases, support for women in leadership positions is significantly stronger in urban
areas than rural areas.

Read the executive summary, FAQ, and analysis here.



COMING UP

Join our Gender-Based Violence Tweetchat

On December 6, join The Asia Foundation’s
women’s empowerment and gender equality
experts for a global tweetchat as we mark the
16 Days of Activism Against Gender-Based
Violence Campaign (#16Days). From 10–11
am ET, we will discuss the role of legal
education and judicial training in seeking

justice for GBV survivors.

Follow and use the twitter hashtag #GBVchat to participate. Email
Elizabeth.Silva@asiafoundation.org for more information. 

Lotus Circle Salon: Thailand's Crucial Transition Year

On December 4, Thomas Parks, Country
Representative in Thailand, discusses
Thailand’s crucial transition year, as the
country returns to an electoral democracy and
tries to move on after the royal succession.
Women's leadership will be cruicial in shaping
the future  political situation.

Tom will explore the challenges of regional
inequality; the role women and girls are

playing in the outlying, poor regions being left behind; and the current situation in conflict-
affected regions in southern Thailand. Discover how, with the Lotus Circle's support, The Asia
Foundation is supporting women's engagement and leadership in peacebuilding and
economic opportunities.  

This Lotus Circle Salon will be held in New York City and is invitation only. Please contact
Nikita Desai nikita.desai@asiafoundation.org for details. 



Missed the October edition of Lotus Letter? View it here.


